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Everyone knows the OWASP Top 10 list of application security risks. But what 

about #11 and beyond - aren’t those key priorities, too? Matt Tesauro of Noname 

Security talks about “Beyond the Top 10” and relates it back to mitigating the Log4j 

zero-day vulnerability.

In this video interview with Information Security Media Group, Tesauro discusses:

• OWASP #11 and beyond;

• Gaps exposed by Log4j;

• How enterprises can address these issues via discovery, detection and response.
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adjunct professor for the University 
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application security.

Matt Tesauro

BEYOND THE OWASP TOP 10

TOM FIELD: Everybody knows the OWASP top 10, but you’ve been asking: Are you 

safe from OWASP #11? What do you mean by that?

MATT TESAURO: I’ve been with the OWASP community since 2008. I’ve had 15 

years of running AppSec programs, and I’ve seen a lot of programs that say, “I’ve got 

the top 10. I’m good.” Well, it’s called the top 10 because there are more than 10. I try 

to drive awareness to go that extra mile and look at all the other things that are still 

risky but maybe didn’t make the top 10. When people focus on just the top 10, they 

miss the foundational groundwork you can lay to get beyond #11. There are 13 “top 

10” lists at OWASP. So we could have a “top 10” of “top 10s,” if we wanted. But the 

important ones are the web application top 10, the mobile top 10 and the API top 10.
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API Security Controls

FIELD: What gaps do you typically see in API security 

controls?

TESAURO: A lot of the gaps for API security controls 

are in the authentication and authorization. Those 

are very common issues that stem from developers 

being used to authenticating and authorizing people, 

but these are programs to programs. It’s a very 

different model. You can’t provide captures in MFA for 

a program-to-program API communication. That just 

doesn’t happen.

The modern development practices of microservices, 

single-page application and cloud can also be 

a problem. All those use program-to-program 

authentication, usually with tokens of some kind, like 

a JSON Web Token, or JWT. That’s a new model that 

developers are not very familiar with. Combine that 

with the fact that a lot of the programming frameworks 

do automatic things for you, which is great from a 

developer productivity perspective, but means there 

can also be some actions that developers don’t expect. 

If there’s automatic handling of data, it can happen 

without a developer even consciously knowing it has 

happened. It’s inadvertent.

“A lot of the gaps for API security controls 
are in the authentication and authorization. 
Those are very common issues that stem from 
developers being used to authenticating and 
authorizing people, but these are programs to 
programs. It’s a very different model.”

There are also a lot of stakeholders in APIs. You have 

the product teams, the dev teams, the DevOps teams, 

network and infrastructure, and maybe cloud if this 

is happening in a cloud provider. All of those teams 

have to coordinate efforts and make sure they all 

know where their responsibilities stop and start. It’s a 

complicated space.

API Gaps and Log4j Mitigation

FIELD: How are some of these gaps exposed now by 

the Log4j zero-day and its subsequent mitigation?

TESAURO: Log4j is all over the place. Companies are 

discovering that they don’t have a good idea of what’s 

in their environment. They don’t have an inventory. At 

a lot companies, we’re just turning over rocks, trying 

to see where things are, and that removes your ability 

to do proper prioritization. If you had a preexisting 

list, you could focus on the most risky apps. Also, 

detection and response is usually focused on apps, 

and web apps in particular. A lot of companies have 

very weak ability to respond to attacks to APIs.

FIELD: What do you say to your customers regarding 

Log4j or Log4Shell in the aftermath?
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TESAURO: In the API security space, our customers 

are in a pretty good place. We automatically create 

an inventory of all their APIs, and we classify the data 

coming into and out of them. That’s a risk-based punch 

list. And detection and response are a fundamental 

part of the platform. We find Log4j, as well as any kind 

of anomalous attacks. And we test for Log4j and 100 

other vulnerabilities. 

Detection and Response

FIELD: These types of exploits aren’t the exception to 

the rule now. How can enterprises begin to address 

these issues via discovery, detection and response?

TESAURO: Discovery is a huge thing. Having an 

inventory with data classification is fundamental and 

very important. It allows you to focus your limited 

resources. Attackers aren’t going to politely wait for 

you to fix something like Log4j. They’re just going to 

attack it the minute they know it’s exploitable. So you 

have to have early engagement with your incident 

teams when these things happen. But to do that, you 

have to be able to detect it. And you can set priorities 

and respond better if you know what systems are 

under attack. Those are the ones you remediate first. 

All those things combine to help focus your efforts. It’s 

going to be a slog, but at least it’ll be the most pleasant 

of possible slogs.

The Noname Security Approach

FIELD: How is Noname Security helping its customers 

address these API security gaps today?

TESAURO: If our customers have the Noname 

platform, they have automatic inventory of all their 

APIs – REST, gRPC or GraphQL, whatever. We sit out 

of band and automatically generate that API, and we 

generate a classification of the data going into and 

out of it. You can use that hit list to focus your efforts. 

We also have detection for Log4j attacks and general 

ML-based anomaly detection. So if there are attacks 

outside of Log4j, we’ll see them. We can trigger tickets 

in your ticketing system or in your SIEM, and we have 

integrations to multiple pieces of infrastructure if you 

want to automatically respond to those attacks. We 

also have automated testing. So if you want to validate 

your remediation efforts and make sure that the state 

of the API is where you want it to be before it rolls out 

for the production, we can do that for you.

“Attackers aren’t going to politely wait for you 
to fix something like Log4j. They’re just going to 
attack it the minute they know it’s exploitable. 
So you have to have early engagement with 
your incident teams when these things happen. 
But to do that, you have to be able to detect it.”
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